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 The relative contribution of crustal and mantle processes to surface deformation at 

convergent plate margins is still controversial. Conflicting models involving either extrusion 

mechanisms or slab rollback, in particular, were proposed to explain the surface strain and 

kinematics across the Tethyan convergent domain. Here, we present new high-resolution 

3D thermo-mechanical numerical joint models of continental collision, oceanic subduction 

and slab tearing, which for the first time allow self-consistent reproduction of first-order 

Tethyan tectonic structures such as back-arc rifting and large-scale strike-slip faults 

accommodating continental escape. These models suggest that mantle flow due to slab 

rollback and tearing can modulate the surface strain and kinematics by locally enhancing 

trench retreat and dragging the upper plate from below. These results highlight the active 

role of the asthenospheric flow in driving the surface strain, not only by modulating the 

vertical stresses and producing dynamic topography but also through sub-horizontal 

motion. We discuss the implications of these findings based on observations across the 

Aegean-Anatolian and eastern Indian-Eurasian domains, though similar considerations 

may as well apply to other settings.  
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1. Introduction 

 Plate fragmentation, mountain building, formation of extensional basins, and major 

strike-slip fault zones characterized the long-term evolution of the Tethyan convergent domains 

(e.g., Ricou 1994). Surface deformation is classically attributed to either collision-related 

processes such as crustal shortening, extrusion and gravitational spreading (e.g., Tapponnier & 

Molnar 1976; Le Pichon et al. 1992) or subduction-related mechanisms such as slab-pull, 

rollback and trench retreat (e.g., Dewey 1988; Royden 1993). However, subduction of the 

Tethyan lithosphere and collision along the African, Arabian, Indian and Eurasian margins often 

coexisted, interacting with each other to set jointly the surface kinematics and strain. For 

instance, oceanic subduction below the Hellenic domain coexisted with active convergence 

across the neighbouring Bitlis-Zagros region since approximately the late Oligocene (e.g., Sengör 

1979; Jolivet & Faccenna 2000; Allen et al. 2004). GPS measurements show a westward motion 

of Anatolia and a southward propagation of the Hellenic trench with respect to Eurasia (Reilinger 

et al. 2010), resulting in an overall counter-clockwise rotation (Figure 1a). Most of this rotation is 

accommodated by the north-Anatolian fault (NAF), a strike-slip fault zone joining the Bitlis-

Zagros domain to the east and the Aegean/Hellenic extensional back-arc region to the west (e.g., 

McKenzie 1972; Sengör 1979; Armijo et al. 1999). Tomographic models (Li et al. 2008) show a 

low-velocity anomaly below western Turkey, which was interpreted as a major tear in the 

Hellenic slab (De Boorder et al. 1998; Govers & Wortel 2005) (Figure 1b). Recent studies foster 

the hypothesis that the mantle flow induced by slab rollback codetermines the surface 

deformation (Faccenna et al. 2006; Jolivet, Faccenna & Piromallo 2009; Pérouse et al., 2012; 

Faccenna et al., 2013; Jolivet et al., 2013). 
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Figure 1: Maps of the Aegean-Anatolian and Indian-Eurasian systems. a,c) Topography and GPS velocities with 

95% confidence ellipses (Zhang et al. 2004; Gan et al. 2007; Reilinger et al. 2010). b,d) Tomographic models (Li et 

al. 2008) showing the Vp anomalies at the depths indicated. Stars show the locations of slab tears. Red and blues 

lines in all panels represent the major strike-slip fault zones and thrusts and subduction fronts, respectively. 

 

 Another example spanning larger scales and a longer temporal evolution is south-

eastern Asia in which collision of India with Eurasia and the Andaman-Sumatra subduction 

contribute jointly to surface deformation across the Himalaya, Indochina and Indonesia since ~45 

Ma (e.g., Royden 1997; Tapponnier et al. 2001; Royden , Burchfiel & van der Hilst 2008; 
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Replumaz et al. 2013). Geodetic measurements relative to stable Eurasia show a prominent 

clockwise rotation around the Eastern Himalayan Syntaxes (EHS) characterized by eastward 

motion of eastern Tibet and western Sichuan, south-eastward motion in northern Yunan and 

south to south-eastward motion in southern Yunan (Zhang et al. 2004; Gan et al. 2007; ArRajehi 

et al. 2010) (Figure 1c). Several strike-slip fault zones, which arrange from the convergent 

domain north of Tibet, such as the Altyn-Tagh Fault, to the extensional domain east and south of 

it, such as the Red River Fault (RRF), accommodate the majority of this motion (e.g., Molnar & 

Tapponnier 1975; Tapponnier & Molnar 1976). Several basins, such as the South China Sea, 

have developed east of Tibet and offshore the Indochina peninsula in the Oligocene and Miocene 

(Tapponnier et al. 1982; Taylor & Hayes 1983; Tapponnier et al. 1986). The main direction of 

extension across these regions was N-S and the relationships between the formation of these 

basins and large-scale shear zones such as the RRF have been widely debated: these topographic 

lows formed either as a pull-apart basin at the south-easternmost extremity of the RRF (i.e., 

extrusion: e.g., Tapponnier et al. 1982; Tapponnier et al. 1986) or as more classical back-arc 

basins behind the retreating subduction (i.e., slab retreat: e.g., Taylor & Hayes 1983; Jolivet, 

Tamaki & Fournier 1994; Fournier et al. 2004). The deep mantle structures associated with 

subduction of ancient Tethyan lithosphere vary significantly along the collision boundary (Figure 

1d). In particular, while deep and shallow slabs may be still (spatially) connected in the central 

Himalayas (Li et al. 2008), there is no evidence for such a connection beneath the eastern 

Himalayas. Tomographic images show a low velocity zone below the EHS at depth larger than 

~200km separating the Indian and Andaman-Sumatra slabs (Li et al. 2008). This slab tear might 

have facilitated southward to westward rollback of the Andaman-Sumatra subduction after the 

onset of collision between India and Eurasia, and the mantle flow through the slab window and 

around the EHS might have codetermined the surface strain (Figure 1c,d) (Holt 2000). 
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 Conflicting models involving extrusion tectonics originated by the Arabia/India-Eurasia 

collision or rollback of the Tethyan torn slabs were proposed to explain the surface strain and 

kinematics across both the Aegean-Anatolian and eastern Himalayan regions (e.g., Tapponnier & 

Molnar 1976; Tapponnier et al. 1986; Jolivet et al. 1990; Royden 1997; Armijo et al. 1999; 

Fournier et al. 2004; Becker & Faccenna 2011). In addition, slab rollback is often proposed as a 

passive source of space to accommodate extrusion (e.g., Tapponnier et al. 1982; Armijo et al. 

1999). However, the southward migration of the Hellenic trench is sensibly faster than the 

westward motion of Anatolia (Reilinger et al. 2010) (Figure 1a), and classical extrusion models 

fail in predicting widespread extension such as that across the Ordos, Sichuan, Yunan regions in 

absence of a "free boundary" (e.g., Jolivet et al. 1990; Jolivet, Tamaki & Fournier 1994; Royden 

1997; Wang et al. 2001). These flaws suggest that slab rollback is in fact an active player and not 

just a passive source of space.  

 These geological, geophysical and geodetic observations, which provide insights on the 

long-term and recent geologic history, can constrain self-consistent three-dimensional (3D) 

numerical thermo-mechanical geodynamic models in order to achieve a first-order quantification 

of the relative contribution of the deep and shallow dynamics in setting the surface deformation 

across convergent plate boundaries. Previous numerical studies demonstrated along trench 

variations and complex mantle and crustal processes and surface deformation in subduction-

collision systems (e.g., van Hunen & Allen 2011; Capitanio & Replumaz 2013; Li et al. 2013; 

Duretz et al. 2014). Although some implications for the large-scale tectonics across the Tethyan 

domain have been suggested (Li et al. 2013; Duretz et al. 2014), the relative contributions of 

crustal and mantle flow processes to surface deformation remained widely unaddressed. 

2. Methods 

The purpose of this paper is to assess the relative contributions of the lithospheric and 
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mantle dynamics in setting the surface deformation at the transition between collisional and 

subduction domains. To this aim, we use 3D Cartesian thermo-mechanical modeling to resolve 

self-consistently the joint effects of oceanic subduction, slab tearing and continental collision on 

mantle flow and surface deformation at high resolution and accounting for realistic crustal and 

mantle rheologies. In addition to the reference model setup and boundary conditions, we outline 

below some of the principal features of the numerical model, but more detailed information can 

be found in Gerya & Yuen (2007), Zhu et al. (2009), Gerya (2010) and Li et al. (2013). Details 

on the parametric study can be found in the Supplementary Material. 

2.1. 3D numerical model, setup and boundary conditions 

All numerical experiments were performed with the code “I3ELVIS” (Gerya 2010), 

solving the momentum, continuity and energy equations based on a staggered finite difference 

scheme combined with a marker-in-cell technique. Realistic and non-Newtonian visco-plastic 

rheologies (Ranalli 1995) are used in the model. The model domain (Figure 2) measures 

2000x328x1000 km in the x, y and z dimensions, respectively. This domain is resolved by 

501x165x197 grid points resulting in a resolution of 4, 2 and 5 km in the x, y and z dimensions, 

respectively. ~130 million randomly distributed markers are used for advecting the material 

properties and temperatures. The velocity boundary conditions are free slip at the top (y=0km) 

and at both the front and back boundaries (z=0km and z=1000km). The left and right boundaries 

(x=0km and x=2000km) use constant x-parallel velocities, which define the material influx. 

Global mass conservation is ensured by material outflux through the lower permeable boundary 

(y=328km). The top surface of the lithosphere is calculated dynamically as an internal free 

surface through a 12km thick layer of “sticky air” (Gerya 2010). Surface processes are 

implemented using a highly simplified gross-scale erosion-sedimentation law according to which 

instantaneous erosion limits mountains height to 4 km above the reference water level (y=12km), 
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whereas instantaneous sedimentation limits trench depth to 8 km below the water level (Gerya & 

Yuen 2007). The initial temperature gradient in the asthenospheric mantle is ~0.5◦C km
-1

 

(adiabatic). The thermal boundary conditions are 0◦C for the upper boundary and nil horizontal 

heat flux across the vertical boundaries. An infinity-like external temperature condition (Gerya 

2010) is imposed on the lower boundary. All the numerical experiments were performed using 20 

cores on the BRUTUS cluster at the ETH-Zürich (the approximate run time of a simulation is two 

weeks). 

2.2. A joint model of continental collision, oceanic subduction and slab tearing 

Our numerical experiments were not designed to reproduce any particular case, but can be 

applied to the transition between a continental indenter flanked by active oceanic subduction. We 

stress that the ultimate goal of our numerical experiments is to investigate the effects of slab 

tearing on the mantle and surface strain, but the potential causes of a tear in the slab are beyond 

the scope of this work. As such, we impose mechanical weaknesses in the oceanic plate and 

spatial variations of the upper continental crust (as detailed below), but do not claim that, in 

natural contexts, slab tears are necessarily generated by these factors. 

The reference model is set up as follows. Three continental plates (C1, C2 and C3) are 

included into the initial model domain (Figure 2a and Table 1). 
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Table 1: Qz. and Ol. correspond to the abbreviations of Quartzite and Olivine. k denotes the thermal conductivity, 0 

is the density, Cp is the specific heat capacity, Ea is the activation energy, Va is the activation volume, n is the stress 

exponent, 0 is the reference viscosity, Hr eff is the effective internal friction 

angle. Cohesion is 1 MPa for each phase. 

 

 The crust of C2 and C3 are 50km and 45km thick, respectively. By varying the crustal thickness 

of the upper plate (C1) along the trench-parallel direction (z) one can control the slab descent 

rates (Nikolaeva et al. 2010) and therefore generate a tear in the slab. In particular, we imposed 

the crust of C1 as 35km thick where z≤490km and 45km thick where z>510km (linear 

interpolation in between). The initial thermal structure of C1, C2 and C3 is laterally uniform with 

0◦C at the surface and 1300◦C at 90, 140 and 150 km depth respectively. An oceanic domain, 

characterized by a trench-parallel weak fracture zone to initiate subduction and a trench-

perpendicular weak fratcure zone to allow for slab tearing, separates the three continental plates 

(Figure 2a,b). The thermal structure of the oceanic lithosphere is that of a half-space cooling age 

of 120Ma (e.g., Turcotte & Schubert 2002). Uniform and constant in time x-parallel velocities 

equal to ~1.8cm yr
-1

 (convergence) are imposed to the x=2000km boundary. 
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Figure 2: Model setup. a) The 3D model domain (2000x328x1000 km in the x, y and z directions, respectively) with 

colours showing different rock types: 1-sediments; 2-continental crust; 3-oceanic crust; 4-lithospheric mantle; 5-

asthenospheric mantle; 6-hydrated/serpentinized mantle (initially imposed "weak fracture zone"); 7-partially molten 

continental crust; 8-partially molten mantle. The top layer (“sticky air", y<~12 km) and other phases are cut off for 

clarity. Convergence is imposed by applying uniform and constant-in-time velocity equal to ~1.8 cm yr
-1

 on the 
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x=2000 km model boundary. b) Initial model domain and location of the "weak zones" (i.e., hydrated/serpentinized 

mantle) into the lithosphere to initialise subduction (z-parallel) and allow slab tearing (x-parallel). The bottom layer 

(asthenosphere, y>~105 km) is cut off for clarity. c) x-y viscosity profile of the initial model domain. The profile 

location is shown by the yellow dashed line in (a). 

 

 The evolution of the reference model is shown in Figure 3 and in Video S1, S2 and S3. 

The details and timing of the model evolution depends upon the assumed thermal and mechanical 

parameters (see the Supplementary Materials), but the overall sequence of events (Figure 3) is 

robust and includes: 1) early subduction of the oceanic domain between C1 and C2 and 2) later 

subduction of the oceanic domain between C1 and C3. These major events are allowed by tearing 

of the slab and separated in time by the collision between C1 and C2. Trench retreat, back-arc 

extension and progressive approach/collision of the continental plates characterize the surface 

evolution during the entire model run. 
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Figure 3: Evolution of the reference model. a) Colours on the top panels show different rock types: 1-sediments; 2-

continental crust; 3-oceanic crust; 4-lithospheric mantle; 5-hydrated/serpentinized mantle (initially imposed "weak 

fracture zone"); 6-partially molten continental crust; 7-partially molten mantle. The top layer (“sticky-air", y<~12 

km), the asthenosphere and other phases are cut off for clarity. The subducting plates shown on the bottom panels are 

visualised through an iso-viscosity contour equal to 10
22

 Pa s. Red, yellow and black dashed lines on the lower 

panels show the plan view of C1, C2 and C3, respectively. b) Selected frames showing the 800°C isotherm (mostly 

corresponding to the crust-lithospheric mantle transition within the C1 domain), color-coded by the second invariant 

of the rate-of-strain tensor on this surface. A strike-slip fault zone (also visible at the surface, Figure 4b) is generated 

by the sub-horizontal mantle flow (red arrows) following slab rollback and tearing. Note that the timing of panels in 

(a) and (b) is different. 

 

3. Results 

 In this section, we outline the numerical results with particular focus on the relationships 
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between mantle and crustal flow and the effects of slab tearing and continental collision on the 

surface strain. 

3.1. Mantle vs. crustal flow 

 A toroidal motion (with a minor ascending poloidal component) induced by the down-

going slab dominates the deep dynamics during the first subduction event (Figure 4a). This 

toroidal flow occurs both below C1 and through the opening slab window. At the surface, 

extensional and compressional deformation occurs in the back-arc and collisional domain, 

respectively. Crustal and mantle flows are essentially decoupled and surface deformation seems 

to be substantially driven by incipient slab rollback and trench retreat within the oceanic domain 

between C1 and C3 and continental collision between C1 and C2. The rheological stratification 

of the continental plates is essentially unaffected by this early subduction event, implying that the 

traction due to mantle flow is imposed at the base of the lithosphere (Figure 4c).  
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Figure 4: a-b) Plan view of selected temporal frames. Black and red arrows represent the velocity vectors in the 

continental crust and asthenosphere, respectively. Colours on the left panel show the second invariant of the rate-of-

strain tensor. The subducting plates are shown on the right panel through an iso-viscosity contour equal to 10
22

 Pa s. 

Red, yellow and black dashed lines on the right panels show the plan view of C1, C2 and C3, respectively. c-d) 

Depth-Velocity-Viscosity profiles (y-parallel). The profile location is shown by the yellow stars in (a) and (b). Solid 

lines, representing the magnitude of the velocity vector, follow the left-axis. Dashed lines, representing the viscosity, 

follow the right-axis. Shaded background colours show the phase at each depth: grey-continental crust, blue-

lithospheric mantle/slab, and purple-asthenospheric mantle. e) Temperature-depth profiles at 12.5 Ma (the green and 

blue star in (b) shows the locations of the dashed and solid profile, respectively. 

 

 The model evolution during the second subduction event is highly conditioned by the 
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precedent toroidal flow of hot asthenosphere. This flow warmed the incipiently subducting 

lithosphere close to the slab tear, enhancing here slab rollback and trench retreat, generating a 

non-cylindrical (i.e., not parallel to the initial upper plate margin) subduction (Figures 3, 4b and 

4e). This subduction geometry induces a lateral (i.e., with non-nil trench-parallel component of 

motion), horizontal to sub-horizontal return flow of hot asthenospheric material, which further 

enhances the asymmetry of subduction (Figure 4b). The surface deformation across C1 is 

characterized at this stage by a faster trench retreat in the proximity of the collisional domain and 

above the slab tear, while localized strike-slip deformation propagating toward the subducting 

plate as the model progresses accommodates the rotation of a crustal block (Figure 3b and 4b). 

The rheological stratification of the upper plate in the back-arc extensional domain is 

characterized by the absence of a rigid lithospheric mantle and the velocity-depth profile shows 

particularly fast mantle flow (Figure 4d), parallel in places to the surface velocity field (Figure 

4b). This translates into shear stresses (xy) up to ~100MPa applied directly to the base of the 

crust by the asthenospheric flow (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5: Shear stress (a) and strain rate (b) distribution at the base of the upper plate continental crust (C1) at 12.5 

Myr modeled time on the reference simulation. Red arrows show the velocity field within the asthenosphere. The 

area inside the black line is where the asthenosphere is at direct contact with the base of the continental crust.  

 

3.2. Effects of slab tearing and continental collision on the surface strain 

 By comparing the reference model outputs to similar simulations, but not implying 

collision between C1 and C2 or slab tearing, one can decouple the first-order crustal and mantle 

contributions to the surface strain. It appears that strain localization along a major strike-slip fault 

zone and thus the onset of a distinctive block-like deformation and surface rotation only occurs 

when both collision between rigid continental plates and slab tearing take place (Figures 4b and 
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6). In particular, the trench parallel component of motion within the upper plate is sensibly 

reduced in absence of continental collision or slab tearing. Besides, slab tearing allows/enhances 

rollback of the subducting plate, trench parallel/toroidal migration of the asthenosphere, trench 

retreat and extension within the upper plate. 

 

Figure 6: a) Plan view of a selected temporal frame of a simulation without slab tearing. b) Plan view of a selected 

temporal frame of a simulation without continental collision. Black and red arrows represent the velocity vectors in 

the continental crust and asthenosphere, respectively. Colours on the left panels show the second invariant of the 

rate-of-strain tensor. The subducting plates are shown on the right panel through an iso-viscosity contour equal to 

10
22

 Pa s. Red, yellow and black dashed lines on the right panels show the plan view of C1, C2 and C3, respectively. 

 

 It is noteworthy that, when both continental collision and slab tearing allow for a block-

like deformation and surface rotation, the velocity fields within the crust and mantle are sensibly 

faster within the back-arc extensional region and close to the subduction trench than in the 

collisional domain (Figure 4b). 

4. Discussion 

 Various combinations of processes such as extrusion tectonics, suction exerted by slab 
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rollback, gravitational collapse of the collisional belt and mantle drag associated with regional 

plum-like upwelling were proposed to explain the observed surface kinematics across the 

Tethyan convergent domain (e.g., Tapponnier & Molnar 1976; Royden 1997; Armijo et al. 1999; 

Allen et al. 2004; Alvarez 2010; Becker & Faccenna 2011). Most of the proposed models, 

however, neglected the role played by the dynamical asthenospheric flow originated by slab 

rollback and tearing. A major outcome of our numerical experiments is that the toroidal motion 

of the asthenosphere at the edge of a retreating tearing slab is able to modulate the thermal state 

of the lithosphere, in turn affecting the geometry and dynamics of later subduction events and 

associated mantle and surface strain. Tectonic inheritance is clearly not a new concept, but it 

most often refers to the mechanical properties of the lithosphere and mantle (e.g., Thomas 2006), 

while we show here that also the thermal and kinematic inheritances can significantly affect the 

surface evolution. Moreover, the mantle return flow following slab rollback and tearing is able to 

produce tectonically significant (i.e., up to ~100MPa; Bürgmann & Dresen 2008) shear stresses 

at the base of the lithosphere and crust. Thus, surface strain across subduction zones is likely to 

be jointly driven by slab rollback and mantle flow, especially across hot and thinned 

environments, characterized by the absence of a rigid mantle lithosphere such as the back-arc 

domains. It was demonstrated that the horizontal traction generated at the base of deep 

continental roots from regional thermal anomalies within the mantle dragged the continents 

together along the Tethyan axis and was able to protract convergence even after continental 

collision and brake-off of the Tethyan slabs (Alvarez 2010). The sub-horizontal mantle flow then 

seems to be able to actively drive the surface strain and kinematics across both thin and thick 

continental lithospheres. As such, the sub-horizontal couplings between the Earth's mantle and 

surface should benefit from the same attention that is paid to the vertical couplings and associated 

"dynamic topography" (e.g., Braun 2010).  
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 Our numerical experiments show that the surface strain at the transition between a 

continental indenter and an oceanic subduction can be dominated by the suction exerted by slab 

rollback (enhanced by slab tearing) and the associated mantle flow, as demonstrated by faster 

crustal flow close to the subduction trench than to the collisional domain (Figures 4b). Although 

the continental indenter is necessary for setting a block-like deformation and surface rotation, its 

role is that of a passive bulwark if the overall convergence rates are slower than slab rollback. 

Thus, the effectiveness of extrusion tectonics, crustal shortening and gravitational collapse at the 

margins of a collisional belt should be assessed in the light of the dynamics of the neighbouring 

oceanic subduction (Figure 7), since the "free boundary" is the most important factor controlling 

these mechanisms. 

 

Figure 7: Illustrative representation of the dynamical interactions between continental collision, oceanic subduction, 

mantle flow and surface deformation. 

 

 We cannot resolve the timing of slab tearing across the Aegean-Anatolian or the eastern 

Indian-Eurasian margins nor can we address its relationships to slab rollback or continental 

collision through our modeling. However, trench migration rates are inversely correlated to the 
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width of the subducting plate (Schellart et al. 2007), which implies that the observed tears 

decoupling the actively subducting slabs from the mantle lithosphere below the collisional 

domains might have facilitated slab rollback and modulated trench retreat after continental 

collision, consistently with our numerical experiments. A common feature in the Mediterranean 

metamorphic core complexes exhumed in back-arc domains from the lower and middle crust is a 

highly asymmetric deformation with constant sense of shear - i.e., hangingwall motion relative to 

footwall - (Jolivet et al. 2008; Jolivet, Faccenna & Piromallo 2009). Our modeling results suggest 

that this asymmetric deformation is substantially controlled by the basal shear stresses imposed to 

the crust by the asthenospheric return flow. 

 The modeled surface velocity field shown in Figure 4b is also similar (regardless of the 

sense of spin) to the observed surface rotation across the Aegean-Anatolian and the eastern 

Indian-Eurasian margins (Figure 1). The majority of the observed surface rotation across the 

natural examples is accommodated by several fault zones amongst which the NAF, the Kun-Lun, 

Xianshuihe-Xiaojiang and the Altyn Tagh faults (e.g., Sengör 1979; Tapponnier et al. 1982), 

whose kinematics is reasonably well reproduced in our numerical experiments by highly 

localised strike-slip deformation (Figures 3 and 4b). A faster crustal flow close to the subduction 

trench than to the collisional domain in our reference model is consistent with GPS 

measurements across the Aegean-Anatolian region, and suggests that the Aegean extension and 

extrusion of Anatolia are principally driven by the subduction dynamics and associated mantle 

flow, instead of collision-related mechanisms (Figure 7). The arrival of the Australian plate to the 

Sumatra trench in middle-late Miocene times (Ricou 1994) might have reduced the suction 

exerted by oceanic subduction. Nonetheless, the crust along portions of southeastern Tibet has 

been extending since at least ~4Myr (e.g., Royden 1997; Wang et al. 2001). The many basins and 

low topographies across the Sichuan, Yunan, Indochina and Sunda provinces as well as the back-
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arc basins further testify widespread extension, implying that the Andaman-Sumatra and other 

western Pacific subduction zones substantially affected the surface strain across southeastern 

Asia during most of the Cenozoic (Jolivet et al. 1990). In addition, tomographic models highlight 

the presence of hot and shallow asthenospheric material across southeastern Tibet (e.g., Li et al., 

2008), which is analogous to the asthenosphere flowing at direct contact with the base of the crust 

and rotating around the edge of the collisional domain in our numerical experiments. Since a free 

boundary seems necessary to allow for continental extrusion (e.g., Tapponnier & Molnar 1976; 

Tapponnier et al. 1982; Jolivet et al. 1990; Fournier et al. 2004) and this free boundary is 

provided by oceanic subduction which we proved able to actively drive the surface strain more 

efficiently than the continental indentation, our experiment confirm that the rollback of the 

Andaman-Sumatra and the associated mantle return flow actively determined the surface strain 

east and southeast of the EHS (Figure 7). 

 Instantaneous global flow models calculated from mantle density anomalies, suggest that 

both the pull from the Tethyan slabs and mantle upwelling from underneath the Ethiopia-Afar 

and Reunion-Carlsberg regions are necessary to reproduce the crustal motion across the Tethyan 

collisional belts (Becker & Faccenna 2011; Faccenna et al. 2013). Our results suggest that the 

dynamical mantle flow associated solely with slab rollback and tearing can produce a distinct 

block-like surface rotation, without the intervention of an external dragging force such as the 

upwelling from the lower mantle. In our models, however, slab tearing is triggered along the pre-

existing weak oceanic fracture zones and modelled slabs are not tied to previously subducted 

plates as the Tethyan slabs probably were during most of the Cenozoic (Ricou 1994). Mantle 

upwellings, thus, have a major role in setting crustal motion at the scale of the whole Tethyan 

margins by dragging the northern and southern continents together along the Tethyan axis 

(Alvarez 2010), warming and propelling the upper continental plates (Becker & Faccenna 2011; 
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Faccenna et al. 2013) and, possibly, by thermally enhancing slab tearing, but the rollback of the 

Tethyan slabs and the associated mantle return flow are likely to be the primary drivers of the 

surface deformation at the edge of the Tethyan collisional belts. 

5. Conclusions  

 3D Cartesian thermo-mechanical models of self-consistent oceanic subduction, slab 

tearing and continental collision calibrated on geologic, geophysical and geodetic observations 

and accounting for realistic crustal and mantle rheologies enabled us to conclude that: 

 The dynamical asthenospheric flow originated by slab rollback and tearing is a primary 

factor controlling the surface evolution at the transition between collisional and 

subduction domains. In particular, the toroidal motion of the asthenosphere at the edge of 

a retreating tearing slab is able to modulate the thermal state of the lithosphere, in turn 

affecting the geometry and dynamics of later subduction events and associated mantle and 

surface strain. In addition, the sub-horizontal mantle return flow following slab rollback 

and tearing is able to produce tectonically significant shear stresses at the base of the 

lithosphere and crust. The surface strain across subduction zones is thus likely to be 

jointly driven by slab rollback and mantle flow, especially across hot and thinned 

environments such as the back-arc domains. 

 The surface strain at the transition between a continental indenter and an oceanic 

subduction can be dominated by the suction exerted by slab rollback (enhanced by slab 

tearing) and the associated mantle flow. The continental indenter acts as a passive 

bulwark if the overall convergence rates are slower than slab rollback. Thus, the 

effectiveness of extrusion tectonics, crustal shortening and gravitational collapse at the 

margins of a collisional belt should be assessed in the light of the dynamics of the 
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neighbouring oceanic subduction. 

 A faster crustal flow close to the Hellenic subduction trench than to the collisional domain 

(consistently reproduced by our numerical models) suggests that the suction exerted by 

the Hellenic subduction and associated mantle flow is the principal driver of the Aegean 

extension and extrusion of Anatolia, instead of currently proposed collision-related 

mechanisms. Our experiment also confirm that the rollback of the Andaman-Sumatra and 

the associated mantle return flow affected the surface strain east and southeast of the EHS 

as also suggested by the several basins and low topographies across the Sichuan, Yunan, 

Indochina and Sunda provinces, which testify widespread extension. 

 Mantle upwelling drag and propel the northern and southern continents along the Tethyan 

axis and possibly thermally enhance slab tearing. The rollback of the Tethyan slabs and 

the associated mantle return flow, however, are likely to be primary drivers of the surface 

deformation at the edge of the Tethyan collisional belts. 
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Supplementary Materials:  

Videos S1-S3 show the evolution of the reference model. 

 

 

 

Video S1-S3: Evolution of the reference model (video thumbnails) 

 
Our models are based on state-of-the-art numerical solutions for geodynamic problems 
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(Gerya 2010) and experimentally derived deformation laws and parameters (Ranalli 1995). The 

natural complexity, however, is strongly simplified and major uncertainties arise from the 

imposed boundary conditions, the input parameters and the inferred distribution of the continental 

plates within the initial model setup. We here present a few of the additional computations we 

performed to establish that the model predictions and conclusions discussed in the text are robust 

with respect to these choices. 

 

Figure S1: a) Same as the left panel of Figure 3b (reference model for comparison). Red, yellow and black dashed 

lines show the plan view of C1, C2 and C3, respectively. b) Zoom into the central part of the model domain to 
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highlight the modeled surface velocity field originated by slab tearing and rollback (as discussed in the text), with 

limited influence from the imposed velocity boundary conditions. 

  

The surface velocity field originated in the centre of the model domain by slab tearing and 

rollback (as discussed in the text) spreads over ~800km (Figure S1a,b) before approaching the 

edges of the model domain and being substantially modified by the imposed velocity boundary 

conditions. This distance is comparable to the distance between the western Bitlis-Zagros 

convergent domain and the eastern Hellenic subduction zone. We also stress that, at the stage of 

the model run shown by Figure S1, a rotational trajectory of the surface particles across C1 is the 

only possible since the indentation of C2 into C1 prevents the material from moving parallel to 

the x-axis in the collisional domain and follow the flow imposed by slab rollback. Imposed influx 

or outflux across the z=0km or z=1000km boundaries, for example, would simply modify the 

geometry of such rotational motion. All discussions and conclusions presented in the text refer to 

this rotational motion within the central part of the model domain (Figure S1b). 

 

Figure S2: Sensitivity test for the imposed velocity boundary conditions. For each temporal frame, the phase 

distribution (1-sediments; 2-continental crust; 3-oceanic crust; 4-lithospheric mantle; 5-hydrated/serpentinized 
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mantle (initially imposed "weak fracture zone"); 6-partially molten continental crust; 7-partially molten mantle) and 

the subducting plates are shown on the top and bottom panel, respectively. The top layer (“sticky air", y<~12 km), 

the asthenosphere and other phases are cut off for clarity.  The subducting plates are visualised through an iso-

viscosity contour equal to 10
22

 Pa s. Red, yellow and black dashed lines on the lower panels show the plan view of 

C1, C2 and C3, respectively. Uniform and constant in time x-parallel velocities equal to ~5.4cm yr
-1

 (convergence) 

are imposed to the x=2000km boundary. All other parameters are set as in the reference model. 

 

We performed numerical experiments with x-parallel velocities imposed to the x=2000km 

boundary ranging between 0 and 5.4cm yr
-1

 (three time faster convergence rates than those of the 

reference model). In Figure S2 we show the numerical experiment in which uniform and constant 

in time x-parallel velocities are equal to 5.4cm yr
-1

. Although the timing and some details of the 

subduction dynamics differ from the reference model, the overall geodynamic evolution (see text) 

is similar in all simulations. Conclusions are thus robust with respect to the imposed velocity 

boundary conditions. 

Nikolaeva and co-workers presented an extensive investigation of the parameters that 

codetermine the initiation and evolution of an ocean-continent subduction on a 2D version of the 

numerical model used in this study
 
(Nikolaeva, Gerya & Marques 2010). They found that the 

lithospheric and the crustal thickness of the upper continental plate is of primary importance. We 

ran simulations in which the initial 1300°C isotherm of the upper continental plate (C1) is at 50, 

60, 70, 80, 100 and 110 km depth and the thickness of the crust varies between 25-55 km where 

z≤490km and 35-65km where z>510km (linear interpolation in between). Overall, increased 

thickness of the continental crust enhances subduction rates and leads to a faster geodynamic 

evolution. On the contrary, an increased lithospheric thickness leads to slower subduction rates 

and overall evolution. Modern GPS data were used to calibrate the numerical experiments with 

respect to the crustal and lithospheric thicknesses. The magnitude of the modeled surface 
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velocities and GPS measurements is in a first approach similar when the lithospheric thickness is 

set to 90km and a the crustal thickness is equal to 35km where z≤490km and 45km where 

z>510km, with linear interpolation in between (i.e., the reference model). We show in Figure S3 

a numerical experiment in which the initial 1300°C isotherm is at 70km depth and the crust is 

30km where z≤490km and 40km where z>510km, with linear interpolation in between. In Figure 

S4, the initial 1300°C isotherm is at 100km depth and the crust is 35km where z≤490km and 

45km where z>510km, with linear interpolation in between. Although the timing and some 

details of the subduction dynamics differ from the reference model, the overall sequence of 

events (see text) is similar in all simulations. Conclusions are thus robust with respect to these 

parameters. 

 

Figure S3: Sensitivity test for the geothermal gradient of the upper plate (C1). For each temporal frame, the phase 

distribution (1-sediments; 2-continental crust; 3-oceanic crust; 4-lithospheric mantle; 5-hydrated/serpentinized 

mantle (initially imposed "weak fracture zone"); 6-partially molten continental crust; 7-partially molten mantle) and 

the subducting plates are shown on the top and bottom panel, respectively. The top layer (“sticky air", y<~12 km), 

the asthenosphere and other phases are cut off for clarity.  The subducting plates are visualised through an iso-

viscosity contour equal to 10
22

 Pa s. Red, yellow and black dashed lines on the lower panels show the plan view of 
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C1, C2 and C3, respectively. The initial 1300°C isotherm is at 70km depth and the crust is 30km where z≤490km 

and 40km where z>510km, with linear interpolation in between. 

 

 

Figure S4: Sensitivity test for the geothermal gradient of the upper plate (C1). For each temporal frame, the phase 

distribution (1-sediments; 2-continental crust; 3-oceanic crust; 4-lithospheric mantle; 5-hydrated/serpentinized 

mantle (initially imposed "weak fracture zone"); 6-partially molten continental crust; 7-partially molten mantle) and 

the subducting plates are shown on the top and bottom panel, respectively. The top layer (“sticky air", y<~12 km), 

the asthenosphere and other phases are cut off for clarity. The subducting plates are visualised through an iso-

viscosity contour equal to 10
22

 Pa s. Red, yellow and black dashed lines on the lower panels show the plan view of 

C1, C2 and C3, respectively. The initial 1300°C isotherm is at 100km depth and the crust is 35km where z≤490km 

and 45km where z>510km, with linear interpolation in between. 

 

In Figure S5 we show a sensitivity test for the inferred distribution of the continental 

plates, with particular focus on the role of continental collision in setting the patterns of surface 

deformation. All thermal and mechanical boundary conditions as well as the rheological 

parameters of this numerical experiment are the same as those of the reference model, the only 

difference being that C1 is the only continental plate within the model domain. Similarly to the 
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reference model, the overall evolution of subduction is characterized by slab rollback and tearing 

as well as ascending toroidal mantle flows. However, the deformation of the upper plate in Figure 

S5b is sensibly less localised than in Figure 5a (i.e., the reference model) due to the lack of 

continental collision occurring on one side of the model domain. This test suggests that while 

slab rollback, tearing and consequent mantle flow control the surface deformation, continental 

collision allows the localisation of this deformation along one major strike-slip lineament 

(Figures 3 and 4), as discussed in the text. 

 

Figure S5: a) Same as Figure 3b (reference model for comparison). b) Plan view of a selected temporal frame of a 

simulation in which continental collision does not occur. Black and red arrows represent the velocity vectors in the 

continental crust and asthenosphere, respectively. Colours on the left panel show the second invariant of the rate-of-

strain tensor. The subducting plates are shown on the right panel through an iso-viscosity contour equal to 10
22

 Pa s. 

Red, yellow and black dashed lines on the right panels show the plan view of C1, C2 and C3, respectively. 

 

In Figure S6 we show a sensitivity test for the process of slab tearing. All thermal and 

mechanical boundary conditions as well as the rheological parameters of this numerical 

experiment are the same as those of the reference model, the only difference being that we did 
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not impose any weak fracture zone in the lithospheric mantle to allow for slab tearing. The 

deformation of the upper plate in Figure S6b is sensibly different than in Figure S6a (i.e., the 

reference model), which imply that slab tearing and associated mantle flow is a primary factor for 

the evolution of the surface strain and kinematics, as discussed in the text. 

 

Figure S6: a) Same as Figure 3b (reference model for comparison). b) Plan view of a selected temporal frame of a 

simulation in which slab tearing does not occur. Black and red arrows represent the velocity vectors in the 

continental crust and asthenosphere, respectively. Colours on the left panel show the second invariant of the rate-of-

strain tensor. The subducting plates are shown on the right panel through an iso-viscosity contour equal to 10
22

 Pa s. 

Red, yellow and black dashed lines on the right panels show the plan view of C1, C2 and C3, respectively. 

 


